Intro for Murray Woods, OMNRF… Our Ontario regional thrust has always flown under the banner
“AFRIT”, or Advanced Forest Resource Inventory Technologies, and I’m proud to say that this collaboration
has been in existence now for the better part of a decade. Before I begin, I just want to say that is an
honour and privilege to have been able to work with the folks that I’ll introduce here in a minute, for the
best part of the last decade – its been a fun ride and I think that we’ve accomplished a lot …
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Murray did a great job last year chronicling the history of our AFRIT research
initiative in Ontario spanning the last 8 years, starting with our early efforts at
Area‐Based estimation with LiDAR, moving through the testing of Digital Aerial
Photography, and the prediction of things like Diameter distribution and soil
texture… I’m going to assume that you’re familiar with much of the work that
we’ve done; that by now you’re familiar with area‐based estimation from point
clouds, be they from DAP or LiDAR. If by chance you are just joining us in this
“EFI” conversation, our Best Practices Guide is a good place to start, followed by
the specific papers listed here. Don’t despair over trying to write this all down;
Katalijn will make this presentation available to anyone who wants it…
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To begin, I want to introduce you to the players involved in the work that I’ll be
reporting on this year. This roster changes from time to time and collaborative
venture to venture, but through it all, our fearless leader has been Murray
Woods from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Forest Resource
Inventory Unit. Our great analyst has been Margaret Penner, of Forest Analysis.
Lisa Venier we seconded from the CFS, GLFC. Our Industrial collaborator has
been Grant McCartney with Tembec. And our University AWARE connections
have been Jeff Dech and Paul Treitz of Nipissing and Queen’s Universities,
respectively. All in all, a great team that it has been my privilege to be part of! I
also want to thank our many sponsors – this work is expensive and we couldn’t
do it without their generous support.
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This slide shows the sites where EFI‐related research activity has taken place in
ON since the inception of AFRIT in 2007 In all, around 2 M ha. The Romeo
Mallette and Gordon Cousens/ Martelle forests remain active operational
implementation sites; all other sites are active research sites, including the
Haliburton forest, where John Casperson, Trevor Jones, and Karin VanEwijk are
working…
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The Hearst and Petawawa Research forest (8,000 ha that barely shows on this
map) remain active research sites; especially the latter, where there have now
been 3 consecutive LiDAR captures, including the new multispectral Titan,
which I’ll talk about shortly, and 2 DAP captures…
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OK, so following along the theme of the CWFC’s five research priorities, how
has the ON team been moving the yardsticks in these areas?
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First, I have to say that, nationally, some of the most exciting advances that are
currently being made are in the realm of predicting substrate characteristics
and aspects of forest productivity. One thing that we’ve never had in our forest
inventories is a detailed base layer that spatially depicts things like soil texture,
depth, and moisture regime. With the detailed and accurate digital elevation
model provided by LiDAR, we can link elements like slope, aspect, elevation,
landform, and climate to spatially recorded soil samples on a forest land base to
facilitate spatial predictions of these important variables. Just to remind you, a
couple of years ago, Clement Akumu worked with our team here in ON to
predict soil texture on a 10‐m raster across the more than 1 M ha of the Hearst
forest. This raster proved accurate 79% of the time on nearly 400 independent
soil plots across the forest! We published these results in Geoderma, found
under the link shown…
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Since then, Clement used a similar suite of variables to spatially predict soil
depth across this same area. Slope, aspect, surface roughness, wetness index,
macro‐ and medium‐scale slope position classification were some of the
predictor variables used, calibrated with some 1129 spatial soil depth
measurements…
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Predict soil depth class with reasonable accuracy in the 94% range, on average,
using 378 samples for validation. Now Hearst may not be the most exciting
terrain in which to test approach, much of it beeing deep soils of the clay belt,
but the results are nevertheless exciting!
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Imagine combining such an approach with an algorithm like UNB’s Forest
Watershed Research Council’s Wet Areas Mapping to map soil moisture content
at different times of the year, and we have all the spatial elements to inform
forest operations such as road construction, harvesting, and site preparation on
where, when, and how to operate to protect site integrity, right through to
identifying where to invest silviculturally for maximum return on investment
and the maintenance of long‐term wood supply! These predictions are also
expected to fine‐tune all the subsequent predictions that we’re making from
LiDAR and DAP. For an operational forester, this stuff is pretty exciting and
similar work is ongoing in AB and NB!
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The second priority deals with making better predictions… As I said in the
introduction, we’ve done a pretty good job of describing extrinsic properties of
trees, at least at the stand level, but what about Intrinsic properties? Are their
statistics in the point clouds that we can exploit to predict things that convey
wood quality – wood density, lumber strength, stiffness? Jeff Dech and Bahrat
Pokhorel recently completed a large investigation on the Hearst Forest aimed at
predicting black spruce wood density. They looked at the relatively low‐density
LiDAR coverage on the Hearst, ~1 point m/2, and used point‐cloud variables like
the height of the 20th percentile, the first decile, and crown closure, along with
LiDAR estimates of Quadratic Mean DBH and top height for modelling wood
density, as measured by Silviscan on wood cores from 75 plots across the
forest…
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Using the nonparametric approach RF, black spruce wood density was
estimated with an estimated root mean square error of 38.8 (kg/m3) – about
plus or minus 10%. LiDAR‐derived variables appear to capture differences in
stand structure that reflect different constraints on growth rates, determining
the proportion of thin‐walled, earlywood cells in black spruce stems, and
ultimately influencing the pattern of variation in important wood quality
attributes such as wood density. A spatial characterization of variation in a
desirable wood quality attribute, such as density, enhances the possibility for
value chain optimization. Of course, variables related to site quality, substrate,
and climate are expected to improve these predictions and produce a more
broadly applicable model.
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Continuing under the theme of refining our predictions, Murray and the team
recently generated LiDAR and DAP based predictive rasters for the Petawawa
Research Forest. This forest, being situated in the GLSL forest region presented
us with a few challenges not previously experienced in the Boreal – now we had
a wider range of species and stand complexities to deal with, along with planted
stands, selection cuts, shelterwoods, etc… A calibration nightmare!
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We knew that we couldn’t afford to calibrate by forest type and condition, so
we decided to test another approach. We decided to use the LiDAR data itself
to tell us were to sample to insure full coverage through the range of LiDAR
“conditions”. In multivariate statistics, a principle component analysis allows
one to account for nearly all the variability in a large data set by just a few linear
combinations of all the variables involved. In our case, we have many (dozens)
of point‐cloud statistics describing each pixel, or 25x25m cell on the ground. A
PC can represent all of these statistics with a single number. What we did is grid
the first 2 PCs into 10 uniform classes each (a 100‐cell matrix) and then
randomly sampled 2 plots representing each cell, for a 200‐plot calibration
sample, plus some 23 more thrown in for bonus. The beauty is that our
calibration is spread throughout the range of LiDAR data, ignoring forest type…
This is an elegant approach, but will it work in a heterogeneous forest when we
completely ignore forest type?
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As a means of validating our predictions generated through PCA calibration,
Murray and crew installed nearly 1000 plots across some 17 different harvest
blocks encompassing 240 ha in the PRF… We divided the stands into 3 primary
forest types based on species composition generated from the cruise data –
pine‐dominant stands, those dominated by other conifers, and hardwood
dominant stands. If we look at LiDAR predicted BA plotted against the Cruise‐
estimated BA for the 17 stands, there appears to be good congruence; the
majority of plots falling within a plus or minus 10% envelope around the 1:1
line. BA is nice, because it’s a measured variable and doesn’t rely on any
further assumptions…
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Such as volume equations… However, GTV also looks pretty good. So, while,
more calibration plots are always better, allocating a fairly small sample using
PCA seems to work reasonably well. Incidentally, we used the same plots to
calibrate DAP point clouds, with relatively similar results to what we saw with
the Hearst project – slightly less precision than LiDAR, but likely very acceptable
for most purposes.
I’m going to stop under Priority 2 here, although we have lots of exciting work
happening under this area. Karin VanEwijk, an AWARE postdoc under Paul
Treitz, for example, is seeking core LiDAR predictor variables that are stable
across different sites and forest conditions; great work, that I just don’t have
time to cover. She will be presenting her work at the AWARE AGM this May.
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Enhanced species resolution is something that our partnership has agonized
over for the last decade… In the early days, we spent a lot of time and resources
trying to identify species from spectral information on optical imagery, largely
coming to the realization that the continuous calibration of passive remote
sensing is a killer for semiautomated interpretation. More recently, we’ve been
looking a the point clouds generated from active remote sensing – LiDAR – and
looking for correlations between statistics derived from the point clouds and
species. This is one area where our work dovetails nicely with AWARE and
we’re working closely with Benoit St‐Onge of UQAM and his students Rachel
Perron and Jean‐François Prieur. Benoit has developed a nice algorithm that he
calls SEGMA to segment individual crown in the 3‐D point clouds. We then
work with the crowns of the individual trees to classify species…
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Across the PRF, Murray and his crews have ground truthed more than 1100
crown across some 10 softwood and 10 hardwood species, including plantation
variants of 5 of the conifers. These data have been provided to Benoit and his
students to combine with an equivalent calibration/validation data set that
we’ve collected in NB, and being worked on as we speak.
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While we’ve been waiting for their results, we went ahead and ran our own
preliminary RF classification results ‐ suggesting that we’re around 75% or 80%
accuracy in validation at the individual species layer using a RF classification.
We’re hoping that Benoit and his students can improve on this even more. The
idea is that we’re predicting species more or less at the individual tree level (at
least the trees identifiable in the point clouds), a surrogate for species comp by
BA, and then rolling this back up to the area‐based predictions, 20x20m or
25x25m as the case may be… we’re excited by these preliminary results…
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As part of AWARE, Benoit St‐Onge and Paul Treitz flew the entire PRF this past
summer with a new multi‐spectral LiDAR called the TiTAN…
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The Titan has three lasers operating at 532 nm, 1064 nm (the wavelength we
are used to with conventional LiDAR), and 1550 nm. The idea is that active
remote sensing in these additional spectral bands will greatly assist species
classification, side‐stepping all the issues that we see with passive remote
sensing, where colour rendition depends on a whole bunch of factors besides
species… So stay tuned to see how this new sensor preforms in the forest!
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As I mentioned earlier, any inventory is a snapshot in time; if we are to use the
information 2, 5, or 10 years down the road, we need to grow it spatially…
Under the 4th priority, Growing the Inventory, AWARE Grad student Sean Lamb
at UNB and one of his close advisers, Chris Hennigar, have been experimenting
with a method whereby basic inventory stand metrics that are predicted from
LiDAR are used to seek a nearest neighbor match with those same metrics in a
library of permanent and temporary sample plot measurements. The plot
measurements, including the tree list, are then assumed for the LiDAR cell that
has been matched. The tree list would then provide the base input for a growth
model to spatially grow the inventory. The method is particularly elegant and
allows one to leverage some of the huge PSP data bases that many of us have!
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Murray, Margaret and I wanted to see if this methodology might work on the
PRF, where more than 2000 sets of plot measurements exist, many with repeat
measurements over time. We’re hoping that this may provide increased
predictability and forecasting ability in the complex silviculture carried out in
the GLSL forest. Using LiDAR predictions for BA, GTV, GMV, QMD, HL and the
proportion of BA in poles, small sawlogs, medium sawlogs, and large sawlogs,
we matched to these same values in the 2000+ plots on a pixel‐by pixel basis
(25x25 in our case). We used RF, assuming the tree list of the plot that was
most often selected as a match.
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Returning to the same 17 validation stands that I introduced earlier, rolling up
the pixel matches in each stand and comparing to the validation cruise, the
results give us confidence that we’re getting reasonable matches…
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But the real proof is when we compare the diameter distributions of the stands.
Just as an example, I’ve taken the largest block, 38 ha, and was surprized to see
pretty good correspondence… Matching brings in traces of the odd species that
was not found in the cruise (e.g., the jack pine) but where we’ve totally ignored
species here, this looks pretty good for growing tree lists in FVS, or for making
silvicultural prescriptions. We’re currently working on feeding Benoits’s species
classifications back through this to include leading species at the pixel level to
fine‐tune the matching. You’ll hear more about this approach from the NB
folks…
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Finally, as I said in my introduction, we’re always looking to expand applications
of EFI beyond timber management. Reaching out to address areas of
sustainability is a worthy cause for sure ‐ We’ve enlisted the help of researchers
from the CFS (…) to test EFI in the resolution of ecological indicators, habitat,
and riparian areas. Some of this work is starting to show exciting results!
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For example, Lisa has been trying to characterize forest understory structure in
the point clouds as a key component of avian and other habitat. Her hope is
that LiDAR may provide a spatially explicit estimate of understory structure to
generate habitat maps essential to forest management planning. She’s doing
this work in Hearst, the PRF, and in NB. Right now, she’s wrestling with the
interaction between overstory characteristics and LiDAR sampling variability,
and the effect that these factors have on understory resolution. A spatial
presence‐absence approach is being looked at as we speak.
With the ecological indicators work that Dean Thompson completed before
retirement, and the Riparian assessment work that Dave Kreutsweizer is doing,
there’s lots going on; too much for the time I have left to do it justice. Please
feel free to contact Lisa for more information…
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That’s all the time I have; are there any questions before we move on to QC?
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